Amplification of various genes of human group B rotavirus from stool specimens by RT-PCR.
The detection of the human group B rotavirus (HuGBR) CAL strain from India has given us an opportunity to design suitable primers for the detection of HuGBR since CAL is the second HuGBR detected until now, the Chinese Adult Diarrhoea Rotavirus (ADRV) being the first reported human pathogen belonging to this group of viruses. The primers described here may thus be used for the detection of human group B rotaviruses by reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) in a diagnostic laboratory. To establish a set of primers suitable for the detection of various genes of human group B rotaviruses using a rapid RT-PCR assay. Until recently, the Chinese ADRV strain was the only HuGBR strain that had been partially sequenced by cloning various viral genes using vector-specific primers. Consequently, there are very few reports in the literature describing primers that may be used for the detection of HuGBR viruses using RT-PCR in a clinical laboratory. The sequences of various genes from the ADRV strain that had been submitted to the nucleotide sequence database GenBank were analyzed in order to design several putative detection primer pairs for an RT-PCR assay. The rationale was to amplify the cognate genes from five isolates of the HuGBR CAL strain (CAL-1 to CAL-5) that have been detected to date from India. Primers that resulted in a specific product of the expected size from the CAL isolates were used to standardize a protocol for amplifying various genes of the CAL isolates under identical reaction conditions. Out of several synthetic oligonucleotides designed, 12 were found to be satisfactory for the amplification of gene segments 4, 5, 6, 7, and 9 from the five CAL isolates and are presented here. A set of previously described primers that have been shown to be specific for human group B rotavirus gene segment 8 were also found to amplify the cognate gene from the CAL isolates. All the reactions were carried out using the same thermal cycling conditions. The extreme virulence potential of HuGBR has been documented in several epidemics in China. Until recently, the Chinese ADRV strain was the only known HuGBr strain. As there have not been any reports of HuGBR infections outside China, there are no consensus nucleotide sequences available for HuGBR that may be used to validate primers for the detection of HuGBR. Here we report a set of 12 primer sequences that were designed from ADRV sequences and also found to amplify various genes from the different CAL isolates and hence may represent consensus primers suitable for the detection of HuGBR.